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Plane autonomous state classifiers are defined and characterized. The non- 
empty class of C-systems is proved to be contained in the class of plane auto- 
nomous stare classifiers. Plane autonomous state classifiers are considered as 
the generalization, to nonlinear systems. of the concept of saddle point. 
The area of autonomous state classifiers (ASC), recently developed by 
Rosen and Engel [I 1, 41, is g eared towards a formal treatment of some basic 
problems in biological processes and other related aspects of Science. AX, 
in spite of being a very young discipline, has been successfully applied to 
several branches of science. Considered as formal measuring devices, ASC 
has been applied, for instance, by Rosen [I27 to genetics, and by Engel [3, 71 
to microphysics and nondirectly to perturbable systems. Also, .4SC viewed 
as generalized switches, has been applied by Engel [2, 93 to psychophysical 
discrimination, and quasi-analog preceptrons (pattern recognition and 
pattern relations). 
The list of possible apprications of ASC is almost endIess. As measuring 
devices, ASC, are common to all disciplines whose theories are based upon 
repetable experiments. As generalized switches, ASC, serve as a bridge 
between digital and analog structures. Presently, the relation of ASC to 
genetics is under investigation. It is believed [13] that ASC can successfully 
bridge the gap that separates code carrier (genes) and code execution 
(morphogenesis) in biological processes. A very enlightened discussion of the 
relevance of ASC in areas such as measurement and observation in physical 
systems, classification, pattern recognition, psychophysical discrimination, 
and self organization is given by Rosen [12]. 
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There is, therefore, a need to study the general theory of ASC in the 
workable context of dynamical systems. In the present note, we will relate 
plane autonomous state classifiers (PASC) to C-systems [S]. This relation 
will give a realization of PASC in the well-known language of differential 
equations. One of the purposes of this paper is to stimulate the study of ASC 
from the stand point of differential equations. 
Since, as we said, the development of ASC is very recent, we will include 
in this note the basic definitions, and some of the most relevant charac- 
teristics of ASC. It was showed by Rosen [ll], that ASC can be, in general, 
realized as PASC. Therefore, we can restict the study of ASC to the special 
case of PASC. 
The notation we will follow will be, unless otherwise indicated, that 
introduced by Bhatia and Szego [I]. 
NOTATION AND DEFINITION PASC 
We will consider in the present section dynamical systems able to classify 
their own states into asymptotic classes. This classification will be achieved 
by the own internal dynamics of the systems (autonomous classification in 
closed systems). 
NOTATION 1. Let (F,f, R) be a dynamical system (with R the real 
numbers and F C R2), and let a E F, r E R. Denote: 
ff+(x> r) ={f(X, t)I t 2 r>, 
ff-b, 4 = {fb, t) I t G 4 
and h(x) = H+(x, 0) u H-(x, 0) (h(x) is the trajectory through the point x). 
DEFINITION 1. The plane dynamical system C = (E = Ra, f, R) is a 
plane autonomous state classifier of order n > 1 if: 
(i) There exist 12 disjoint open connected subsets {wi}L1 of E, with 
the following properties: 
1. For any E > 0, B,(0) n wi # %, VI < i < n. Where 0 = (0,O) 
is the origin, and BE(e) the open ball with center 0 and radius E. 
2. E - u;z, wi is nowhere dense in E. 
(ii) The origin 0 is the only critical point of C in the finite plane. 
(iii) If for some r E R, it is true that d(H+(x, r), 0) > 0 for some x E E. 
Then, N E (JyZ1 wi and vice versa. 
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(iv) If h(x) n wj f @, then h(x) C wj . 
(v) For every couple of elements X, F E E, it is true that: 
1. d(H+(x, I), HQ, Y)) = 0, for some Y E R * either s, >J E wi , 
some 1 < i < n, or Y, y + UF=r wi ; 
7 -. s, T E wi, for some 1 < i < n -- d(H+(x, r), H-(1!, r) = 0, for 
some r E R. 
(vi) The real function N,(r) -= d(e,f(~, Y)), has no relative maximum, 
for all .v E E. 
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF PLANE AuToNonrorrs CL~ssIi333s 
For a proof of the statements that follow, see [4]. In a P.4SC of order 
11 <> 2, it is true that: 
(a) wi + @, and 0 4 wi for all 1 < i < II. 
(b) .v E wi o h(x) n wi # @ o h(x) C wi . 
(c) The origin 0 is not a center, node or focus. 
(d) There are no nontrivial closed trajectories. Thus, there are no 
nontrivial limit cycles. 
(e) In general, no point of the PASC is Liapunov stable. 
(f) The sets wi (1 < i < n) are positive Liapunov stable sets. 
GENERAL PROPERTIES AND DEFINITION OF C-SYSTEMS 
In this section, we will analyze a particular class of dynamical systems. 
These dynamical systems, that we will call C-systems, will be expressed in 
differential equations. As we will see, C-systems are important in the theory 
of PASC. We will prove later, that the class of C-systems is contained in the 
class of PAX, and that under certain conditions, an arbitrary PASC can be 
locally approximated by a C-system. 
DEFINITION 2. A plane dynamical system is a Z-Hds, if it can be ex- 
pressed as differential equations in a region 2 C E. And if the differential 
equations: 
d.r/dt = F(r, F), +/dt = G(s, y), 
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that express the dynamical system have the following properties: 
(i) e E 2, 
(ii) F and G are homogeneous polynomials in R[x, y] of the same 
degree 71. This degree will be the order of the Z-Hds. 
(iii) F(x, y) = G(x, y) = 0 o (x, y) = 8, for any (x, y) E 2. 
(iv) yF(x, y) - xG(x, y) + 0, for (x, y) E 2. 
(v) F(0, y) G(x, 0) E 0, for all (0, y), (x, 0) E 2. 
NOTATION 2. We will use for a Z-Ads of order n, the following notation: 
F(p) = F(cos /3, sin /3), 
G(p) = G(cos ,l3, sin ,6), 
R(B) = ~0s W(P) - sin WV), 
Q(B) = cosPF(P) + sinBG(P). 
DEFINITION 3. An E-Hds of order IZ - 1 is a C-system of order n, 
provided that the polynomial R(B) has only simple roots 0 < fil < ,..., < 
b,, < 7~ in (0, n), all of them real roots; and the following is true at each 
root of R@): Q(/3p)(dR(/3)/dt)j,+i < 0. This last inequality will be called 
Forster condition [IO]. 
THEOREM 1. An E-Hds of order n - 1, is a C-system of order H, if and 
cnlly if: 
n-1 
F(B) = a n sin@ - vi); with : qP1<cp2<“‘<vn, and aER. 
i=l 
n-1 
G(B) =b n SW - A); 
i=l 
with : y$ -c & < ... =c &, and b E R. 
(qua - #I) ab > 0, and either vi < 4; , JOY all i, or IJI~ > z,/I~ , for all i. 
Proof. See [5]. 
Comment. As one can easily see, the origin of a C-system is the generaliza- 
tion of a saddle point to nonlinear systems. In other words, there are critical 
points around which one cannot linearize a system. Thus, the linearization 
theory of Poincare does not apply at these critical points. However, Forster 
[lo] generalized Poincare’s ideas to include this class of critical points. Thus, 
one can call the origin of a C-system a nonlinear saddle point. From the 
work of Forster [lo], one can see that, in Poincare’s classification of critical 
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points of linear systems, the only one that allows a generalization to nonlinear 
systems is the saddle point. In the following sections, we will study the 
relation between C-systems and PASC. 
THE C-SYSTEM -4s A PLANE AUTONOMOL~S STATE CL.~SSIFIER 
IYe will prove that a C-system is a PASC. Therefore, throughout this 
section, we will assume that we have given a C-system of order n with: 
PI < I% ,...I < Pan, the roots of R(/?) in (0, 2n), Ti the trajectory in the direc- 
tion /Ii (along the roots of R(p), the trajectories of the C-system are rays [5]), 
and S(/3, , PfT1), the angular sector bounded by Ti and Tj+l . 
LEMBI.4 I. Let v E (pi, /3i+l), and T a trajectory in the sector S(pi , fii+l). 
Then, the ray r,, , in the direction V, will intersect T e.z.actLy at one point. 
Proof. IVe have, in polar coordinates, that the trajectories of the C-system 
are given by: r(p) = r0 exp(-JiO (Q/R)). Then, if (r,, , /3,,), is in S(B, , /Ji+r), 
we have that the function r(p)/ r, is an injective function of (pi , j3i i-I) into the 
real numbers. Therefore, the trajectory Y(P), will have at one and only one 
point of E a prescribed argument ,8, E (pi , ,Qi+r). 
LEAIMI 2. Let I’ E (,Bi , pitI), the sectors S(/3,, v), and S(Y, piAl) will be 
either positively or negatively invariant. Moreover, we have that S(/3, , I:) 
positizte<\- invariant 0 S(v, flitI) negatively invariant. 
Proof. First, let us call these sectors S = S(/$ , v) and S’ == S(v, ,&+r), 
and let us assume that S is not positively nor negatively invariant. Then, 
there exist a, b E S such that f (a, t’), f (b, t”) E S’ for some f” < 0 < t’. 
Let ab be the open line (completely contained in S) that joins a with 6, and 
define: 
and 
P = (x E ab i H-(x, 0) f? S’ = CD,), 
Jr = {x E z : H-(x, 0) n S’ == @,1. 
If one of the sets P or M is empty, we get a contradiction with the continuit! 
of the function f. Furthermore, since 2 is connected, P and M cannot be 
both open (P n M = @, by Lemma 1). Thus, it must exist a point c E ab, 
that is not an interior point of either P or M. Any neighborhood of this 
point c will meet both P and 111. This is clearly a contradiction with the 
continuity of the function f. Therefore, S and S’ must be either positively 
or negatively invariant under the dynamics of the PASC. The second part 
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of the lemma follows from the fact that each trajectory in S(& , &+J, will 
meet both S and S’. 
COROLLARY 1. Let a E S(,!$ , /3i+l), and let d(H+(a, 0), Ti) = 0 (req. 
d(H-(a, 0), Ti)=O). Thenfor allb E S(&, /?i,l) it is true that: d(H+(b,O), Ti)==O, 
and d(H-(b, 0), T,+J=O (resp. d(H-(b, 0), Ti)=O, and d(H+(b, 0), T,+l)=O). 
LEMMA 3. The function N,(t), in a C-system, does not have a relative 
maximum in (-co, +co). 
Proof. Consider the polar representation of the trajectories of the C- 
system. For (Ye, &) in S(/$ ,/Is) (with /31 
we have: $3) = Y,, exp(-JzO (Q/R). 
and 8s consecutive roots of R(p)), 
We also have that /3(t), as a function of t, is either strictly increasing or 
strictly decreasing (Lemma 1). Therefore, the derivative d/3/dt = /3’(t), 
does not change sign in (-co, +a~). Let K be the root of Q(/?) in (fir, #3a) 
(Q(p) has one and only one root in this interval [5]). The expression Q@)/R@) 
does not change sign in the intervals (a, k) and (K, @s). Let ,3(tl) = R, we 
have then, that the expression Q@(t))/R(p(t)) /3’(t), does not change sign in 
the intervals (-co, tl) and (tl , +co). Therefore, since Y(&,*~ + co, it is 
true that 
r(t) = r. exp - 
( I t: $$f# B’(t) dt) , with Sk,) = A, , 
has a unique minimum at t = tl , and no relative maximum. 
Remark. The trajectories that are not isolated rays [lo], will tend towards 
isolated rays for t -+ &co. Moreover, if we consider the classes of trajectories 
that have a common limit when t -+ + co, we will have the phase space of the 
C-system divided into n = 1 + dgF open disjoint connected classes. These 
classes are bounded by the isolated rays that have 0 as an w-limit. Finally, 
we have one nowhere dense in E class, that will contain all the isolated rays 
that have 0 as a w-limit. The (disjoint) union of these classes will give the 
complete E. We can sumarize the results of this section in the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 2. A C-system of order n is a PASC of order n. 
APPROXIMATIONOF A PLANE AUTONOMOUS STATE CLASSIFIERBY C-SYSTEMS 
We already know that a certain class of E-Hds belongs to the class of 
PASC, namely, the class of C-systems. In this section, we will consider an 
E-Hds that satisfies the axioms of a PASC. This class of systems will have a 
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phase portrait essentially similar to the phase portrait of a C-system, i.e., 
only straight lines as trajectories having the origin as a limit point. Thus, 
only trivial open nodal regions of 0 [4], etc. The importance of the following 
considerations is clear when a general PASC is studied. If in a disc around 8, 
the PASC can be approximated by an E-Hds (in the sense of [lo]), then in 
this disc, the PASC will have a C-system-like phase portrait. Thus, it is in 
this sense that we say that, in some situations, an arbitrary PASC can be 
locally approximated by a C-system. We will be referring throughout this 
section to a given E-Hds that fulfills the axioms of a PASC of order n. We 
will designate this system by P. 
LEiviv.4 4. ,Vo trajectory of P is a spiral. 
Proof. If we assume that one spiral exists, this spiral must have 0 as one 
limit point. Therefore, there exist a circle around 6 such that each trajectory 
that intersects this circle will spiral towards 0. Clearly, this behavior of the 
trajectories is not possible (Definition 1. (i)2, (iii)). 
LEMM.4 5. R(p) must have real roots. 
Proof. If R(p) has no real roots, then 19 is either a center or a focus, and 
this is not the case. 
LEivrnr.4 6. The real roots of R(p) are of odd multi$licity. 
Proof. Let ,8’ be a real root of R@), and assume that ,!?’ is a root of even 
multiplicity. Then, at one side of the ray r,’ , all the trajectories will have the 
origin as a limit point. Let ‘;s” be the ray that bounds this set of trajectories. 
The origin will be a or-limit for the trajectories in the sector bounded by Y,, 
and row . Thus, a a-limit for the rays r,’ and rg as well. Since the w-limit of 
these two rays cannot coincide, one of them will have to bound and belong 
to some wi set. This is not possible, since the wi sets are open. Therefore, p’ 
cannot be a real root of even multiplicity. 
LEMMA 7. At each real root of R&I), the Forster corzdition is satisfied. 
Proof. At a real root of R(p) that does not fulfill Forster condition, the 
trajectories will have the origin as a limit point at both sides of the critical 
ray in this direction. The same argument as in Lemma 6 shows that this is 
a contradiction. 
Remark. We can visualize, now, the similarities between the phase 
portrait of P and the one of a C-system. Notice that the number of different 
real roots of R(p) will determine the order of P as a PASC (or C-system). In 
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other words, the degree of R(@ can be larger than the order of P as a PASC, 
but not smaller. There is, however, an exceptional case, when the similarity 
is an actual identification, namely, when the degree of R(p) and the order of P 
as PASC are the same. We can sumarize the results of this section in the 
following two theorems: 
THEOREM 3. Let P be an E-Hds. P is a PASC of order n if and onb if R@) 
has n different real roots, all of them of odd multiplicity, and Forster condition is 
satisfied at every one of these roots of R@). 
THEOREM 4. An E-Hds of order n - 1 is a PASC of order n if and only 
if it is a C-system of order n. 
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